Brooklyn Electro-R&B Duo Tropic set to release new single Alive on Friday,
December 13, 2019

Brooklyn based Electro-R&B duo Tropic unveil their sparkling, disco-tinged new single ‘Alive’.
An infectious bass line is the heartbeat of Tropic’s love-struck track. Blending buttery vocals
with shimmering, understated production, ‘Alive’ is the duo’s tropically defiant response to the
coming winter cold.
Fresh off a whirlwind Fall tour of the Philippines and a sold-out show at New York’s legendary
Knitting Factory, ‘Alive’ is Tropic’s third release for 2019 following their well-received single,
‘Lights Out’ and an inventive reimagining of Ariana Grande’s summer hit, ‘Into You’. Upon its
release ‘Alive’ was added to Spotify’s New Music Friday editorial playlists in 8 countries (Hong
Kong, The Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Indonesia, Vietnam, Malaysia, and Thailand).
‘Alive’ is out now on all DSPs and streaming services.

About Tropic
“Built on dreamy synths, lush melodies, and heartwarming vocals provided by frontman Jo-B
Sebastian, "Bittersweet" delivers a mix of the old and the new.” - Earmilk
“‘Breathe Again’ is also said to be the first taste of an EP these boys are working on together, and if there’s going
to be more of this on there, I’m in.” - Acid Stag
“Tropic is our latest obsession and they should be yours too.” - AudibleAddixion

New York based duo, Tropic, is what happens when electronic producer & DJ, Phuse, and R&B
singer/songwriter Jo-B Sebastian join forces. Born from a mutual respect for each other’s
inspirations and musical work, Tropic blends R&B textures, electronic landscapes, pop hooks,
and funk rhythms, combining Phuse’s slick, luscious production and beats, with Jo-B’s heartfelt
lyrics, and melodies.
Equal parts nostalgic throwback and futuristic forward thinking, Tropic is fast becoming an
unstoppable force in 2019. Their signature sound has captured the attention of critics and fans
alike. Their self-released debut EP, Bittersweet, has racked up more than 60,000 streams on
Spotify and with praise from publications like Earmilk and Acid Stag, upcoming tour dates, and
more new music on the horizon the duo shows no sign of slowing down.
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